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ABSTRACT

There are many interesting aspects  to the structure of light nuclei (A<40). In this
paper I organize these in terms  of 30 individual but interrelated topica.

1. Simple Shell-Model Structure

The nuclear shell model is an excellent starting point for understanding the ob-
served properties of light nuclei. 160  and 40Ca provide the well-known doubly-closed
shell nuclei, and the observed properties of the neighboring odd-even nuclei are qual-
itatively ss one expects for single-particle states. The shell-model provides a basis
upon which more complete and complicated wave functions can be built. The division
into the major-oscillator shells, OS, Op, Odls and Oflp, provides a particularly good
zeroth-order basis.

Many levels in nuclei with N=2-8  and Z=2-8 are understood (in xeroth order) in
terms of Op shell configurations, and many levels in nuclei with N=8-20  and Z=8-20
are understood in terms of Odls shell configurations. 1 Cross shell Op-Odls  configura-
tions are represented by the low-lying levels in nuclei with N=8-20  and Z=2-8,  as
well as by excited states in other nuclei, such as the well-known 4p-4h  state in leO.
There are also cases where the structures in terms of major-oscillator configuration
are strongly mixed (in the case of nearly degenerate simple configurations) or are
more complicated (as in the case of loosely bound di-nucleons,  some alpha-cluster
configurations, or very deformed configurations.)

2. Nliw  Excitations and Spurious States

It is well known that the shell-model  configurations are a mixture of intrinsic exci-
tations and center-of-mass (spurious) excitations. The lowest OBw  configurations are
particularly simple, since the center of mass is in a OS state. a In order to completely
separate out the spurious states, the basis must be constructed in a full NtuJ  con-
figuration space. For example, the [Op$-lsr,s](J”=l-,T=O)  configuration is partly
intrinsic and partly spurious. To remove the spurious state component, the full Op-‘-
Odls configuration space must be used. A particularly simple method for removing
the spurious component is to add a fictitious Hamiltonian which acts only upon the
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